
 
The Woodlands College Park High School 
 Conroe Independent School District 

 
English II Level 
2019-2020 Summer Reading 

 

In Conroe ISD, we encourage all students to read over the summer in order to enrich learning and 
provoke thought. Summer reading strengthens reading skills, increases academic achievement, fosters a 
love for reading, and empowers students to become life-long learners.   
 

Assignment:  
1. Read one of the following books on the given list.  

 
2. Creating a one-pager is a way of responding to a piece of writing on a single sheet of paper. It 

represents your own written and graphic interpretation of what you have read. It may be very 
literal (just based on the facts or information in the piece) or it may be a symbolic representation 
of the piece. It helps you as a reader to visualize what you are reading. 

Book list:  

1. Dream Nation by Justina Ireland 

2. Dumplin’ by Julie Murphy 

3. I’m Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter by Erika Sanchez 

4. Turtles all the Way Down by John Green 

5. The Hate You Give by Angie Thompson 

6.  Red Queen by Victoria Aveyard 

7. Love, Hate and Other Filters by Samira Ahmed 

8. You’re Welcome Universe by Whitney Gardner 

9. The Belles by  Dhonielle Clayton 

10. Dear Martin by Nic Stone 

 

For more details about each book, go to the following link:   

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/534b5484e4b08984da53b8d4/t/5ba7e9aa71c10b7017054ffe/15377309927

15/Best+Reads+%289th+and+10th+Grade%29.pdf 

 

One-pager Directions: After reading the book, use the information by arranging it on the page in any way you 

choose. Your grade will reflect your effort.  Use a lot of color and pattern to illustrate your thoughts and ideas 

clearly and creatively.   

Make sure the following is seen:  

1. Title and author of the piece 

2. There should be little to no white space left on your page.  Your work MUST cover the ENTIRE page. 
3. Create a graphic representation: drawings or graphics that tie to the piece and the passages you chose 

4. Write a personal response to what you have read. This should be a sentence or more. 

5. Evidence should include the page number.  

 
Be creative.  Communicate your understanding or interpretation of the reading. Create in a way that 
your audience will understand something about the literature piece. Fill the page up.  Make it rich 
with quotes, images, color, etc. 

 

11. Otherworld by Jason Segel & Kirsten Miller 

12. Scythe by Neal Shusterman 

13. The Book of Dust by Philip Pullman 

14. Release by Patrick Ness 

15. They Both Die at the End by Adam Silvera 

16. Long Way Down by Jason Reynolds 

17. Goodbye Days by Jeff Zentner 

18. Genuine Fraud by E. Lockhart 

19. Tyler Johnson was Here by Jay Coles 

20. Anger is a Gift by Mark Oshiro 

 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/534b5484e4b08984da53b8d4/t/5ba7e9aa71c10b7017054ffe/1537730992715/Best+Reads+%289th+and+10th+Grade%29.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/534b5484e4b08984da53b8d4/t/5ba7e9aa71c10b7017054ffe/1537730992715/Best+Reads+%289th+and+10th+Grade%29.pdf
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Requirements: 

★ Must be on standard-size (8.5 x 11), unlined paper. Must fill the entire page. 

★ Must include at least 6 of the options listed below. You may use all of them.  It is up to you, but your 

grade will reflect your effort. 

★ Writing must be in ink or marker. NO (regular) PENCIL. 

★ Use colored pencils or markers. Use a lot of color and pattern to illustrate your thoughts and ideas clearly 

and creatively.   

★ You may sketch in pencil, and then draw over it in marker, ink, or colored pencil. 

★ As always, proper capitalization, spelling, grammar, and punctuation are expected. 

 
Checklist of the 

6 items I used.  
Options to include: 

 Include a notable quote(s) (words from the text) that jump out at you along with the page number.  Write 

them down anywhere on your page.  Use different colors or writing style to make them stand out.   Explain how 

it connects to the character, conflict or resolution of the story.  

 Use a visual image that creates a “visual focus” on your one-pager.  Pictures should represent what you visually 

have in mind about the reading. 

 Make a personal statement about what you have read.  What did the reading mean to you?  What is your 

opinion, final thought, big question, or personal connection?  

 Identify figurative language used within the story. Back it up with evidence and page number.  (Examples 

would be allusions, symbols, metaphors, personifications, alliteration…) 

 Draw a picture of the character with whom you identify.  Give a detailed explanation of what connection 

you made with this character’s motives, conflicts, actions, decisions, etc. 

 Draw a symbol for a theme or motif present in your book and give a detailed explanation of that symbol. 

 

 Write a theme statement.(no clichés) 

 Write down diction (words) that was previously unfamiliar to you.  Or choose diction that is purposefully 

used or repeated.  Define the word and use it in a sentence. 

 

When is this due? This will be turned in the first week of school.  
  

Do not… 
○ leave any white space (color it in) 

○ summarize everything 

○ think half a page will work 

○  forget to write page numbers in parentheses after your quotes  --  

For example the author stated,  “He had discovered a great low of human action, without knowing it -- namely, that in 

order to make a man or boy covet a thing, it is only necessary to make the thing difficult to attain” (Twain 18).  
 
 
 
 
 
 

     


